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With all-in-one Ipanema’s solution
SGS guarantees the savings on its international network
www.ipanematech.com
KEY FACTS
INDUSTRY
Inspection, verification, testing and
certification company.
COMPANY
More than 1,000 offices and
laboratories around the world.
CHALLENGE
Obtain more visibility and proactive
network management.
Guarantee the application
performance, mainly the financial
system Oracle and Tradeworks.
Secure the application
centralization.
Generate savings and avoid
bandwidth upgrades.
Save 68% of bandwidth for
Tradeworks.
22% for the other compressible
applications.
10% for MS Exchange, 25% soon
with disk-based compression.
CHOOSING IPANEMA
All in one solution for a global
management of the international
network.
Autonomic networking system.
High level reports on applications
use and performance.
OBSERVED BENEFITS
Comprehensive visibility over the
usage and performance of all
applications.
No more end-users complaints on
application performance.
Bandwidth savings.
15% of telecom cost reduction and
cost avoidance of future upgrades
range of 60%, for Tradeworks in
the range of 45%.

Beyond the Network…

COMPANY
SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company.
Recognized as the global benchmark for quality and integrity, SGS employs over 55
000 people and operate network of more than 1,000 offices and laboratories around
the world.
Established in 1878 SGS consists of 10 business segments (Agricultural services,
minerals services, oil, gas and chemicals services, life science services, consumer
testing services, systems & services certification, industrial services, environmental
services, automotive services, governments & institutions services) operating across
10 geographical regions. SGS helps enterprises all over the world operate in a more
sustainable manner by improving quality and productivity, reducing risk, verifying
compliance and increasing speed to market.
“The solution does what it says on the box.”
David Dodds, Global Network & Security Manager, SGS

CHALLENGE
SGS’s network connects 800 sites into 10 regions, with MPLS Core network and
IPSEC sites. 40,000 people are using the network for 50,000 employees.
Their main applications are: Tradeworks based on HTTP, Certnet based on RTP,
Exchange, Bluefile, CCLAS (Citrix) and lot of Citrix traffic. Some of them are
centralized mainly in Geneva.
SGS’ main challenges were to:

Obtain more visibility and proactive network management.
Increasing deployment of centralized applications requires greater visibility and stability
of performance across the network. Furthermore SGS had a limited visibility of network
traffic. It was technically not possible to investigate the IP accounting information that
passes through the routers because of overhead. Due to this, SGS was not in a
position to pro-actively monitor its network’s performance problems. Furthermore,
standard service provider’s monitoring tools look at availability and response times on
an overall basis only. Faults are increasingly performance related and difficult to trace
when there is no “outage”.
Guarantee the application performance mainly the financial system Oracle
and Tradeworks.
Business groups expect their traffic to be prioritized, but this can result in worse
performance if application profiles are not fully understood. The difficulty was also to
find a unified way to deal with these problems. This couldn’t be solve by the various
optimization solutions already in use (Peribit for compression, Packeteer for traffic
shaping, fineground for acceleration).

Generate savings and avoid bandwidth upgrades:
Save 68% of bandwidth for Tradeworks.
22% for the other compressible applications.
10% for MS Exchange, 25% soon with disk-based compression.
Bandwidth upgrades were a typical way to deal with performance problems but it’s
very expensive and don’t necessarily solve the problem.

CHOOSING IPANEMA
Ipanema met all the SGS requirements: a “all in one solution” which would provide:
Monitoring at application level (with pro-active alerting ).

www.ipanematech.com

Full range of optimization functions: bandwidth allocation (shaping), compression,
acceleration, caching (for wide area file service functionality).
Traffic prioritization configurable by application.

Ipanema enables any large enterprise
to institute WAN Governance for
aligning and automatically managing
WAN performance according to
business objectives. Ipanema
solutions guarantee business
application performance and
continuity in a cloud computing world
- anytime, anywhere.
Using Ipanema, enterprises:
Guarantee User Experience

Ability to re-charge network costs according to the volume/priority of traffic.
The Ipanema Solution was chosen because it can:
Identify and deal with application performance problems more quickly and
effectively .
Identify such problems pro-actively.
Produce detailed reports on bandwidth usage that the business is requested.
SGS expects a Return on Investment based on bandwidth Savings – however this is
quite difficult to calculate. 15% is considered as a reasonable expectation based on
provider’s previous customer experience. The implementation of the solution was a
mean of avoiding the costs of future bandwidth upgrades.

Regardless of traffic or application mix.

OBSERVED BENEFITS
Accelerate Business
Applications
Rapidly deploy business applications,
dramatically reduce application
response times for end users while
automatically controlling traffic in real
time.

Unify Hybrid Networks
Hybrid [MPLS + Internet] networks
become flexible assets that any
enterprise can rely on for more
effective business communications.

Comprehensive visibility over the usage and performance of all applications through
detailed reports.
During the first implementation phase, the Ipanema Solution has demonstrated its
ability to report on:
Global network usage
Per site network usage
Global application split
Per site application split
Quality indexes (application behavior)
No more end-users complaints on application performance

Save on IT costs
Improve applications performance and
continuity while substantially reducing
IT costs, enabling enterprises to
leverage their WAN for greater
competitive advantage.

With Ipanema, SGS can guarantee the application performance and the end-users
experience anywhere, anytime. The centralization of the applications is no more a
problem for the users.
Bandwidth savings and 15% of telecom cost reduction

Thanks to Ipanema, SGS has identified some immediate savings in bandwidth:
Enable global WAN Governance
Institute WAN Governance, so the
WAN is coherent, predictable and
aligned with business needs - driving
higher levels of enterprise
performance.

Beyond the Network…

Bandwidth savings for Messaging traffic are 20 to 25%.
Bandwidth savings for Sharepoint traffic are in the range of 60%.
Bandwidth savings for Tradeworks are approximately of 45%.

